Introduction
3D X-ray microtomography (Micro XCT) can non--destructively characterize, inspect and solve many failure analysis problems associated with the manufacture of advanced materials, components, finished products, sensors for the military and industry. Our novel high resolution and high contrast micro CT can be used to visualize defects at the micrometer and sub-micrometer length scales, typically encountered in the manufacturing and development of advanced sensors and polymer composites.
Computer tomography (CT) has been used for several years in the medical community for non-invasive X-ray imaging of the human anatomy. The same technique is applied to non-destructive inspections of part and components where the object can be viewed in 3D and selected CT virtual slices (cross-sections) can be made at different planes to reveal the internal structures. Micro XCT has the advantage over conventional imaging tools such as optical microscopy and electron microscopy since it can image surface and buried structures without sample preparation, vacuum requirement or physical deprocessing.
Results
The schematic of the Xradia MicroXCT system configuration is performed below (Fig. 1) .
High resolution is achieved by zooming in the region of interest at higher magnification. Other potential applications of the tool include the examination of overt or covert sensors, components, smart materials of military significance from friendly or hostile nations, without physical cross-sectioning or material deprocessing. Examples performed below (Figs. 2 and 3) . 
